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Daniel Jagdmann and Pinar Maurice Join ACC Staff
Alexandria, VA – The Airport Consultants Council (ACC) is pleased to announce Daniel Jadgmann and
Pinar Maurice as the two newest additions to the ACC staff.
“We are excited to have two dynamic, capable individuals join the ACC team,” said ACC President T.J.
Schulz. “Daniel and Pinar bring excellent perspectives to ACC and have already made substantial
contributions to the organization. They will play a key role in providing members quality service and
ensuring that industry is well informed about ACC and airport development news in general. Please help
me welcome them!”
Daniel Jagdmann began with ACC on August 1, 2016 as the Assistant of Membership and Administration,
and officially joined the team on December 7, 2016. Jagdmann is excited to share his previous
communications and planning experience with the association.
Jagdmann graduated from the University of Virginia in 2016 with a Bachelor of Arts in Biology and a
Bachelor of Arts in Economics, while working and conducting research at the Virginia Institute of Marine
Science (VIMS).
Pinar Maurice started at ACC on December 22, 2016 as the Marketing Coordinator. Hailing from Radford
University where she earned her Bachelors of Science in Communications, Maurice offers ACC a wide
variety of marketing and communication skills.
Maurice previously worked as the Media & PR Coordinator at Virginia International University in Fairfax,
VA. She is currently studying for her Graphic Design Certificate online at Sessions College.

The Airport Consultants Council (ACC) is the global trade association that represents private businesses
involved in the development and operations of airports and related facilities. ACC is the only association that
focuses exclusively on the business interests of firms with airport-related technical expertise. ACC informs its
members of new trends while promoting fair competition and procurement practices that protect the industry's
bottom line. Founded in 1978, ACC Headquarters is located in the Washington, D.C. area. View this release
online at www.ACConline.org .
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